Introduction

Digital technology has broken barriers between reality and imagination. This is especially true of video games because they take the idea of fantasy a step farther than a novel or a film by allowing the user to directly influence a false reality. Online games even allow players to develop their own identities and adapt to entirely new worlds. Despite the growing visual complexity of online environments, the internet has been and will likely continue to be seeped in written language. It is also the gateway to understanding online games from technical tutorials that require the user to interact directly with the computer to social forums where players collaborate to construct vivid fantasies. The video game or “gaming” industry has achieved remarkable financial success, especially considering the fact that less than 50 years ago, games were nothing more than shaded pixels moving across the screen. In 2011, consumers spent $24.75 billion on games and related accessories and budgets for popular games have reached millions of dollars (“Industry Statistics”). The industry will continue to grow in the future, especially as current generations of gamers become older and newer generations of gamers enter the market. Because gaming culture has become so prevalent, concerns about the industry’s effects on players range from implications that video games cause aggression and violence to possible health risks from players spending all of their free time playing games when they could
be engaging in physical and social activity in the real world. The common term for these worries is “gaming addiction.” It is the culmination of fears shared by family members, friends, and gamers themselves because this kind of addiction encompasses the notion that games change the way people think and react to their environment, subsequently endangering their physical and mental health. A number of shocking news stories in the past few years describe incidents related directly to gaming, most involving dangerously neglectful parents such as the case in Colorado in 2011 when a mother was apparently so involved in her game that her one-year-old child drowned tragically in the bathtub while she played (Gallagher). Stories like this only fuel anxiety about gaming among gamers and non-gamers alike and they make it even more apparent that this is a problem that needs examining for the health of the community as a whole.

For my thesis, I will focus my research on the use of language in Blizzard Entertainment’s popular Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) World of Warcraft to discover whether excessive, problematic gaming can lead to addiction, what messages and features about the game and its community can contribute to gaming addiction, and whether the technical communication present in the game and its forums either enables users to spend more time with the game, or if it attempts to instruct and warn users about the dangers of discarding their real lives in favor of digital identities. I will consult rhetorical and technical communication theory along with psychological research done on gaming addiction to discover the inherent messages in the game and its public forums (Battle.net), especially those that encourage harmful gaming habits. As ethical communicators, it is the duty of the game developers to circulate information and warnings about possible mental and physical health risks associated with prolonged play in the same way casinos must provide information on the dangers of gambling addiction (Rooij et al. 490).
Examples of negative behavior by gamers such as the news stories about outrageous neglect speak to the issue that many scholars and psychologists refer to as “loss of time” (Wood 171). Games are so “immersive” that players can lose track of time and devote themselves to gaming rather than keeping social obligations, working, or attending school. Thus, negative outcomes of gaming addiction include degradation to one’s social life, school and work performance, sensitivity to violence, and physical health. Social concerns about gaming are more varied than parental worries about violence or subjective concerns about how a child or adult spends his or her free time because they encompass a range of obligations to include necessities like school and work, and more voluntary, pleasant outlets such as relationships with friends and family (Young 356). Generally, the degradation of social ties in the real world overlaps with social networking on the Internet. In games and in many other environments online, players are able to create and perpetuate fantasy identities and live entirely different lives digitally. Partners, parents, and friends worry that excessive time online in games, in particular, will damage real relationships (Snodgrass, Lacy, Dengah, and Fagan 1213). Inherent social outlets in online games like marriages, holiday celebrations, user-run marketplaces, friending, and dress up exacerbate this problem because they closely resemble real world interactions and hobbies and, in essence, replace their real-world counterparts. There are also concerns about addiction, when taken to the extreme, being related to violence (Elliott et al. 2). The loss of time, in this sense only aggravates immersion, and it is theorized that excessive play can lead to desensitization to violence and gore. Concerning physical health, physicians have also expressed apprehension about excessive video game playing worsening a sedentary lifestyle and contributing to obesity and other health problems.
Conceptualizing the features of games that lead to addiction has proven to be difficult for gamers and researchers. Even the term itself is constantly under scrutiny (Liu and Peng 1306). Some scholars typify “excessive” gaming as distinct from “addiction” (Griffiths 120). The issue is further complicated by a myriad of social factors to include a generational divide in the playing and understanding of video games that fuel non-gamer parental concerns. This is the notion that parents who do not engage in video game play do not “get it” and solely blame games for their children’s social withdrawal because they lack experience with them. The video game industry and community are also generally hostile to studies about gaming addiction because gaming is almost always framed in negative terms (“The Psychological Study of Video Game Players” 559). The underlying fear seems to be that researchers will conclude that there is no such thing as “healthy” gaming.

Additionally, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) has not included gaming addiction as a legitimate diagnosis in publication or in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) (Freeman 43). The difficulty in classifying and recognizing gaming addiction has led to problems treating it and various models to include those for sufferers of impulse control disorders have been attempted for treating patients (Freeman 43-4). My research indicates that the problems surrounding classifying gaming addiction involve various conceptions of what is good or bad for the individual, whether hours spent playing equals addiction, and theories about if the games themselves are addictive or if excessive playing is merely a symptom of a social difficulty or disorder. Video games cover many different genres and player activity levels from simple, interactive games that encourage preschoolers to develop literacy skills to dance simulators used for exercise and real life social interaction, so it can be difficult for gaming outsiders to distinguish between what kinds of games are more likely to encourage players to
lose time. Though concerns about violence and loss of time find their origin in games played solely for entertainment value, addiction in particular is usually attributed to the world of online gaming. This has direct ties to the construction of a social identity within an online environment, and it is my intent to discover how the formation and reinforcement of this identity in an online game can contribute to addiction.

**Problem Statement: Gaming Addiction and How Technical Communication Can either Facilitate or Mitigate Negative Behavior**

Video game addiction is a pertinent issue that has been identified with the popularization and spread of gaming culture around the world. Texts from popular and academic sources have highlighted the issue as, primarily, a struggle of definition and classification. Treatment is hardly ever mentioned; and when it is, descriptions are not specific. Scholars, psychologists, and physicians have conducted research on video game addiction and have come to different conclusions. Some researchers conclude that gaming addiction is a behavioral addiction based on case studies and surveys relating to the issue. Others link it directly to the types of symptoms and outcomes associated with gambling addiction or substance abuse (Freeman 45-6). There are also scholars who wish to focus on the perceived number of people suffering from problematic gaming. Richard T. A. Wood, a scholar who has contributed to research in gaming addiction, acknowledges that addiction is a problem worthy of concern but not necessarily as rampant as the media presents it to be because the time spent gaming may be unhealthy in one user but perfectly acceptable in another (Wood 172).

The features of online games may contribute to addiction, but there has been relatively little research into the specific interactive features between the game, the user, and the online
community that make them susceptible to overuse. Therefore, studying a particularly popular
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game and how the game rhetorically encourages the
user to develop an ideal personal identity, engage with the game literally and socially, and
subsequently “lose time” in the real world could help game developers, concerned family
members, and the gamers themselves understand the risk of addiction they face when playing an
MMORPG.

There are plenty of examples of instructive writing in the game, and the forums provide a
number of resources about how to technically engage with the game and socially interact with
the community such as the “Game Guide” section for *World of Warcraft* in *Battle.net* and the
“Gameplay and Guides” forum. The virtual spaces include technical communication texts that
have ethical implications if users and developers of *World of Warcraft* are actively encouraging
players to play without providing any warnings about the dangers of gaming addiction.
Furthermore, some scholars have noted a lack of social responsibility in the gaming community,
especially on behalf of the developers, about circulating information about addiction in contrast
to the governmental restrictions surrounding gambling addiction (Rooij et al. 490). This relates
to my field of study, Technical Communication, because the discipline’s scope is constantly
expanding to mirror the growth of technology and communication. Exploring highly technical,
specialized visual and textual language is an appropriate way to tie together technical
communication and gaming addiction. It falls partially under the category of “digital literacy,”
especially because I plan to evaluate technical documents including in-game tutorials and forums
that provide new terminology and explain skills to help a player’s immersion. Saul Carliner
refers to this kind of technical communication work as “e-learning” and remarks that the shift to
digital technologies has meant that technical communicators have had to learn to use technology, not merely write about it (“Computers and Technical Communication” 43).

The idea of constructing a new reality and identity brings many implications to include the personal value and struggles in any given user’s real life. The support available in the online community and how this community makes its own digital reality can help clarify the concept of addiction, and perhaps even allow the players to recognize the difference between healthy, positive play that encourages a balance between real and online worlds and problematic play that encourages the player to avoid the real world. One particularly poignant question related to the idea of technical communication and gaming addiction is whether or not technical language provided by makers of the game and users facilitates or mitigates negative behavior. In this case, “negative behavior” indicates language that is geared toward drawing players into the game without noting the aforementioned health risks associated with spending endless hours playing.

**Research Questions**

My research questions include:

- Why is it difficult to define video game addiction?
- What interactive and rhetorical features of an MMORPG can contribute to video game addiction?
- How does a player construct a social identity within the game and the community?
- What strategies does Blizzard use to keep players interested? To draw in new players?
- What important terms are native to the *World of Warcraft* community?
- What examples of technical communication can be found in *World of Warcraft* and in its forums?
Among the technical guides and documents available in the game and in the forums, do any of these encourage excessive play?

How can technical communication help users understand gaming addiction and improve their playing habits?

Strategies for Data Collection and Analysis and Privacy Considerations

Research for my thesis will involve a literature review on key articles addressing video game addiction. The majority of my study will include playing Blizzard Entertainment’s *World of Warcraft* to catalogue the persuasive elements and to fully describe how interaction and feedback contribute to a new, positive identity and encourage the user to spend more time with the game than he or she can afford in real life. I will also extensively read Blizzard’s official forums (*Battle.net*) and any guides connected with *World of Warcraft* to analyze the language used by the community in these social venues and the types of communication that take place in the forums and in the game. Before I describe my research strategies, I will provide a brief description of *World of Warcraft*.

Blizzard Entertainment, founded as Silicon & Synapse in 1991, is a game developing company that has received critical acclaim for its many titles. *World of Warcraft*, one of its most famous games, was initially released in November of 2004 and soon became a commercial success, boasting 4 million subscribers within a month (“Blizzard Timeline”). Today, *World of Warcraft* could still be considered the most popular online role-playing game in the United States. It currently has over 10 million subscribed users, which is significant because a subscription entails paying a consistent monthly or yearly fee. If they are paying, players are more likely to be spending at least part of their free time engaged in the game (Ziebart). The game is set in the
fantasy worlds of “Azeroth” and “Draenor.” The player has the option to join the “Alliance” or the “Horde,” two warring factions, and based upon this decision, he or she will create a character of a certain race and class with which to play the game (Branger et al. 3). Playing consists of building a character through the acclimation of “experience” or “XP” through battle with antagonistic monsters or by engaging in non-violent actions like exploring new areas (170). How the player wishes to spend his or her time is completely open-ended; some focus on gameplay, others on social interaction, but many find a combination of the two to be the best way to get the most out of the game in terms of personal satisfaction and rewards earned from playing harder sections of the game itself (193).

Concerning technical communication, I will focus on language usage; how the game itself communicates with the player and how players communicate with each other to perpetuate their in-game identities and to convey technical information about gameplay strategies and how to properly interact. To a certain extent, this type of communication could be considered a “negotiated exchange,” which is when many authors produce a single text that unites both of these parties (Johnson 93). I will also use the theory of “information design” as it is presented by Saul Carliner in "Physical, Cognitive, and Affective: A Three-Part Framework for Information Design" in my thesis. I will focus on his definitions of user-centered design, human performance technology, task-oriented writing, and writing as a problem-solving activity to evaluate technical communication present in Battle.net (“Physical, Cognitive, and Affective”). Theoretically, audience analysis will be another interesting angle to use while exploring Blizzard’s official documentation, guides for the game, and what the users generate. Ann M. Blakeslee’s “Addressing Audiences in a Digital Age” is especially helpful because she situates the technical communicator as an agent who ideally interacts with the audience and that the focus should be
on what users actually need rather than what the writer thinks they want (217). While there are no guarantees that the writers from Blizzard are gamers themselves, the users who produce guides and help for the community have the unique perspective of being part of the process of understanding, internalizing, and designing knowledge for an audience they already understand.

Bernadette Longo offers some guidance about how to study technical communication by viewing it through cultural studies in her article “An Approach for Applying Cultural Study Theory to Technical Writing Research,” which takes a postmodern approach to the discipline. She states that the particular culture of any environment legitimizes certain types of writing and knowledge while limiting others. Looking at factors within and outside any particular organization can help shed light on how we form knowledge and legitimize technical writing (“An Approach” 55). I think it would be helpful to consider Longo’s idea of viewing technical communication within a particular organization as being influenced by scientific and culturally accepted discourse outside one particular group because the World of Warcraft community clearly takes its cues in design and instruction from the real world. To this end, I plan to look at the guides and examples of technical communication in World of Warcraft to discover how models of technical communication and the privilege of what is considered scientific, objective knowledge influence these kinds of documents in the World of Warcraft community. Longo also offers some insight into “activity theory” in her article “Human + Machine Culture: Where We Work.” Activity theory explores the individual writer and the social community at large by exploring the “activity” or communication that the author generates. The end result is to describe the relationship between a single writer, the social community, the work produced, the tools used, and the process involved (“Human + Machine Culture” 160). Activity theory would also be a useful theoretical framework to use while reading Battle.net’s forums and I think these theories
can connect the writing found in Blizzard's gaming community to the field of technical communication at large.

I will consult authorities on visual rhetoric and behavioral psychology focusing on addiction for my analysis of the particular language of the *World of Warcraft* community, the formation of personal identity, obligation, the idea of fulfillment, and how all these elements can contribute to harmful gaming habits. To analyze visual aspects of the game, I will refer to visual rhetoric theorists such as David S. Birdsell and Leo Groarke and their articles about the validity of visuals and images as persuasive and capable of making reasoned arguments (313). Keith Kenney’s myriad text about the many uses of visual rhetoric is also helpful, particularly the theories he includes about crossing boundaries and how discovering common interests between different cultures and groups makes persuasion possible (333). To visually appraise forums and electronic guides, I will look to resources such as Stephen A. Bernhardt’s identification criteria of key features of electronic texts and their implications for transmitting technical information. Of course, as I will fully explore over the course of my project, gaming addiction is not as clearly defined as media warnings and reports often assert. The focus of my thesis is not to attempt to prove that these factors will result in a gaming addiction, but to explore how the sense of community and identity a player fosters in a game like *World of Warcraft* can increase the risk of developing unhealthy playing habits.

Games are best defined by their ability to literally involve the user as a part of the action. As opposed to many games played offline, Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) games of any genre tend to have looser plot structures and the implementation of various add-ons and expansions keeps the players coming back, at least for gameplay. In my analysis, I will use Shang Hwa Hsu, Ming-Hui Wen, and Muh-Cherng Wu’s “Exploring User Experiences as
Predictors of MMORPG Addiction” as a framework for some of the specific features of the game to explore addiction, namely “motivation” and “attraction” factors (Hsu, Wen, and Wu 991). “Motivation” factors refer to game mechanics that are designed to capture the player’s attention and encourage striving for new and greater accomplishments. They include challenge, fantasy, curiosity, control, and reward (992-3). “Attraction” elements consist of more inclusive social features that are especially unique to MMORPGs and will be the most viable for exploring community and identity. These include competition, cooperation, audience, belonging or obligation, and the roleplaying factor (993). It will be interesting to note how technical works play into attraction and motivation factors.

I will also attempt to compare what I see in the game and in the forums with Iain Brown’s “components” model of addiction as he presents it in “A Theoretical Model of the Behavioural Addictions – Applied to Offending.” Though his article is from a book published in 1997, gaming addiction scholars Daniel L. King, Paul H. Delfabbro, and Mark D. Griffiths cite it as an important work for analyzing gaming addiction ("Recent Innovations" 4). The language differs slightly from King, Delfabbro, and Griffiths’ article, but the core components Brown lists remain the same. The first component is Salience, or when gaming becomes the most important part of a person’s life to the point of preoccupation. Mood Modification refers to changes in mood that result from playing games, most notably an increase in attention or a sense of tranquility when playing the game. Tolerance or Relief refers to the need to spend more time with the game to achieve mood modification. Withdrawal occurs when the player suffers adverse mood or physical effects after being unable to play the game. Relapse is when the player returns to earlier, harmful playing habits after a period of either playing less or eliminating play altogether. Finally, Harm or Conflict describes the negative consequences of excessive game play to include a
degeneration of social relationships and activities as well as distress from the sufferer (“Recent Innovations” 4) (Brown 42-4). I will not physically interact with the players to ask them these questions, but I will point out features of the game that could encourage a user to fall into this detrimental behavioral cycle and see if the language used by the community potentially illustrates any part of this cycle.

I will also evaluate any available Blizzard publications mentioning time management or dangers of video game addiction from an ethical standpoint with a focus on social responsibility when conveying technical information. This is a complex issue because the psychological research behind gaming addiction is not only new, but contains a variety of opinions ranging from an objectivist standpoint that directly equates time spent playing games to addiction to a more inclusive stance that points to social factors and overall dissatisfaction with real life as the issue; in this model, excessive game playing is merely a symptom of larger problems. Because I am focused on Blizzard’s World of Warcraft, I will look for messages from the developers about addiction and see if there are any warnings or messages in the game or its manual discouraging players from spending too much time in the game. I will keep in mind the idea of audience analysis to note texts that frame the issue positively, negatively, and emphasize the complication of identifying gaming addiction.

To be specific, I plan to explore the following factors in World of Warcraft:

- The process of character creation to include the versatility of the aesthetic and gaming elements available to a new player.
• The physical construction of the game and the many ways to interact socially (is it text-based alone, or is voiced chatting encouraged? What are the different ways of communicating in-game and do they mirror real life-interaction?)

• How character customization is handled (does a player need to devote time to this, or will money suffice?).

• How the different types of realms (Normal, Player versus Player, Roleplaying, Roleplaying Player versus Player) contribute to different kinds of communities or playing styles.

• The “Beginner’s Guide” that comes with the World of Warcraft “Battle Chest” (the basic game, the first month’s subscription, and an expansion) in terms of its visual appeal, rhetorical strategies for getting the player involved, and any advice it gives about time management.

• Battle.net’s extensive support forums and guides about how to get started with the game and understand gameplay elements with special attention to information about health risks and gaming addiction.

• Group dynamics and the notion of collaboration to teach the community in the forums through conversation and guides. These resources are examples of technical communication and they contribute to the growth of individual and collective players and showcase their obligation to the community.

• Official and fan guides to understand basic terminology, the class system, and how the game’s developers and moderators encourage users to participate in the social community and how these guides are technical communication with a purpose that either aggravates or mitigates developing harmful gaming habits.
The visual and textual classification of players within the forums to understand how a player is defined by their role, race, and guild.

Battle.net’s recommended fan sites to understand the reach of the community.

Rebecca Eynon, Ralph Schroeder, and Jenny Fry state in their article “New Techniques in Online Research: Challenges for Research Ethics” that conducting research on the Internet definitely has ethical implications because of the inherently unique issue of context (188). The best way to respect online users is to understand the context in which they are communicating and which utterances are private and which are clearly meant to be viewed by the public. This can be difficult to determine because most communication is in text and is accessible. This is especially true of Battle.net because Blizzard’s forums are public. Registration is not required to view conversations in the community, only to post and participate in them. Players’ words are on display for anyone who would wish to view them, so every player should ideally be aware of the difference between personal and public content. Additionally, the boards belong to Blizzard Entertainment and, legally, any discourse generated is technically the company’s property.

The issue of privacy has been and will continue to be a major concern for me as I go forward in my research because I plan to extensively read through public forums and see how interactions take place in the game itself. I will be fully aware of the context and do my part to fully understand the immersive online environment so that I will approach my research without being a complete outsider to the game. Enyon, Schroeder, and Fry mention that quoting or using online interactions, even when made anonymous, may still carry ethical implications if the words can be easily traced back to the real user (191-2). This is not an easy ethical matter, especially because I do not wish to harm the community. I will respect the players’ privacy by not including any real user names in my thesis, nor will I single out or follow any particular user. When I use
player-generated posts, I will summarize or present partial quotes in my findings rather than using entire posts to avoid players’ words being easily traceable. I will also not include any real user names whenever I quote or mention player language in my thesis. King, Delfabbro, and Griffiths point out that “blending” is an additional issue when conducting research because gamers in their environment are less likely to trust or be willing to interact with an outsider to gaming culture, especially one with a psychological or academic purpose in mind (“The Psychological Study of Video Game Players” 558). To quell these types of worries, in the event that I engage with users in the game itself or in the forums, I will interact with the online community positively because my focus is as much on the idea of social identity and community as it is on risk of addiction.

The notion of exploring how technical communication, social identity, and digital technology merge in World of Warcraft is exciting to me as a researcher. Tying all of these studies together with research on gaming addiction makes it relevant and potentially useful to both gamers and scholars. One of the most fascinating aspects of the online gaming community, especially from the perspective of an outsider to that particular culture, is the extensiveness of the community. There are local celebrities in World of Warcraft, members hold weddings and holiday celebrations online, they speak of their roles and play styles in terms that are completely incomprehensible to a new player, and most players approach the game with an earnestness and honesty that is both admirable and remarkable. Many players do live completely different lives online, and it is my goal to understand how language, visual and textual, generates such a varied community.
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